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Freelance Writers Win Landmark Electronic Rights

Lawsuit; Appeals Court Ruling Opens Door for Massive Claims Against Media Industry.

NEW YORK: The National Writers Union (UAW Local 1981) announced today that a
federal appeals court had ruled in favor of freelance writers in a landmark lawsuit that
protects their intellectual property and extends standort! principles of copyright law to electronic
publishing. The September 24th ruling in Taslnivs, The New York Times is expected to send
shock waves throughout the media industry, which now faces the direct financial threat of
widespread copyright infringement actions. .

Jonothan Tasini, the lead plaintiff in the case and the N\VU's president, called upon leaders of
~e publishing n:d~stry t~ avoid fut0er costl~ and dis.ruptive litig~tion b~ entering into
immediate ncgonnnons WIth the National Writers Union to establish a fair method of
compensation for the electronic sale and re-sale of copyrighted works. "This ruling is a major
victory for the 5,400 free-lance writers who arc members of our union, and for creative workers
around the world," said Tasini, "As of this moment, a federal COUlt has supported our view that
copyrighted material is being illegally sold every day by media companies. We hope companies
everywhere will come to us to negotiate a Elir deal for writers rather than face a costly legal
tsunumi."

He cited the union's simple solution: the Publications Rights Clearinghouse (pRC), the first
ever, transaction-based licensing system for freelance writers. "We're already sending money to
writers from legal copyright usage so we can do so easily in this case," he said. He noted the
PRC's expanding relationship with the Copyright Clearance Center, which can handle the
technical processing of thousands of daily transactions. "Writers, scholars and creators will
now be able to earn a fair share of revenue from the sale and re-sale of their works in
cyberspace," he said. He also thanked the other plaintiffs in the case: Mary Kay Blakely,
Margot Mifllin, David Whitford, Barbara Garson and Sonia Jaffe Robbins,

In a ruling released late Friday, September 24th, a three-judge panel of the U.S. COUlt of
Appeals, Second Circuit, ruled that the New York Times, Lexis-Nexis, and other publishers
cannot re- sell freelance newspaper and maga7.lne articles by means of electronic databases
unless they have the authors' express permission, The ruling overturns an earlier opinion in the
ease issued by former Federal District Court Judge Sonia Sotomayor. In that ruling, according
to the Court of Appeals, Sotomayor erroneously interpreted the Copyright Act in finding that
publishers were simply creating a "revision" of a print article when they sold the articles to
electronic databases and other media. The decision sets a precedent that will apply to thousands
of other writers, photographers and other creators whose copyrighted work has !:ieen sold and re
sold without their permission, In announcing the le;;al victory, Tasini credited Patsy Felch, the
lawyer for the majority of the plaintiffs, and the United Auto Workers-parent union of the
NWU-which provided critical legal and financial support. "We're proud to stand with the
members of the Writers Union as they assert their rights in cyberspace," said UAW Vice
President Elizabeth Bunn, who heads the union's 100,OOO-memtler Technical, Office and
Professional department, "This ruling will require that the publishing industry deliver fair
compensation to the people who make their profits possible in the first place."

According to award-winning NWU member Gerald Posner, the "Court of Appeals has stated a
simple but powerful legal principle-publishers can't sell what they don't own. I'm not a
conglomerate. I don't h~ve any divisions or subsidiaries. The words I write are my principle
asset. By affirming that I own what I have created. the court has increased the economic value
of my work, and eased the path to independent writing, research, and scholarship." Databases
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such as Lexis Nexis, websites and other new media contain thousands of articles written by
freelance contributors, which originally appeared in the New York Times and many other
publications. The Appeals Court decision means publishers will now have to share that revenue
with freelance writers-or face potential litigation.

In the absence of successful negotiations, Taslni said, publishers could be exposed to years of
litigation and uncertain financial liability, impacting the operations of thousands of
databases, web sites, and other electronic publishing formats. "We don't think continued
litigation is in anyone's best interests," said Taslni, "But make no mistake about it. We fought
this suit for six years, and we intend to pursue this matter until all writers involved are treated
fairly. It's up to 011. industry t? decide whether we wor~ togethe~ at the ne,gotiating table, or
whether we connnue to fight m court." "The longer this cybcr-piracy continues, the more
liabilities for past infringement there will be," said Tasini,
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__ Back to the Lawsuit Home
Page Publication Rights Clearinghouse Back to the NWU Home Page Copyright © 1999 by
National Writers Union. Last Modified: September 26, 1999, (Labor donated)
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Tssini V New York Times Ruling What Does it Mean for Writers?

• Press Release on Lawsuit Victory
• How Freelancers Should Negotiate in the Wake of the Ruling
• WhatWe Need to Do Collectively
• Full Text of Ruling, September 24, 1999,

(posted on Touro Law Center siee.)

On September 24, 1999, the Second Circuit Court ofAppeals reversed a federal district court
decision against the plaintiffs in Tasini et al. v, New York Times et at The appeals court ruled
that the reuse of freelance work on databases and CD-ROMs without the authors' express
permission constitutes copyright infringement.

This is a major victory for all independent creators. The purpose of this document is to explain
the ruling and to suggest what writers should do next?hoth collectively and in our individual
contract negotiations,

WHAT THE DECISION SAYS

Q. In a nutshell, what did the ruling say?
A. The judges ruled that, even when there isno contract relating to electronic rights, a print
publisher may not put the writings of freelancers on databases (such as Nexls) and CD-ROMs
that include the entire textual content of the print publication. .

Q, Does this mean that freelsncers automatically retain electronic rights to their printed work?
A. Yes, under the Copyright Act of 1976, the writer, in the absence of a written contract,
transfers only First North American Serial Rights and retains all other rights. The right to
electronically reproduce freelance articles is not included in the transfer of First North
American Serial Rights. The judges also aff:1nned the lower court's ruling on publishers' efforts
to acquire rights by stamping a statement on the back of checks. Writers do not transfer rights to
an article by simply endorsing such a check,

Q. Why did the district court rule in favor of the publishers? .
A. Judge Sotomayor based her conclusion on an Interpretation of Section 201(c) of the
Copyright Act of 1976, which deals with the copyright In "collective works." She focused on the
language in Section 201(c) that gives the holder of the copyright in the collective work the limited
privilege of reproducing and distributing revisions of the compilation. The judge came to the
bizarre conclusion that certain kinds of electronic databases amount to nothing more than a
"revision," As the appeals court pointed out, reading "revision" that broadly causes "the
exception to swallow the rule."

Q. How do my individual electronic rights in an article relate to the publisher's collective
electronic rights in all of the articles it has published?
A. If you have not expressly transferred to the publisher the right to reproduce your work
electronically, the publisher cannot legally license your articles to databases. The publisher only
has the right to license database rights to articles that were written by employees and articles
written under COntracts that transfer electronic rights.

Q. What about other kinds of electronic rights?
A. This decision reaFf1rms the NINU's position on websites. Publishers do not automatically
have the right to put your work on their own website. Web righrs are separate from print rights
and must be licensed separately, See the NWU Web-rights Policy.

L- _
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Q. What does the ruling mean for the NWU's Publication Rights Clearinghouse (PRC)?
A. It means that publishers now have more reason than ever before to negotiate collective
licensin~ agreements with the PRC. As long as writers stand together and refuse to sign
electronic rights over to publishers in their individual contracts, the PRC will be in a strong
position to negotiate additional fees for these rights. And that means that writers will be able to
share in the revenue generated by the use of their work in new media.

nn•••••n ••••• __ n •••nn.nn __ n_••__ flack to the Lawsuit Home
Page Publication Rights Clearinghouse Back to the NWU Home Page Copyright © 1999 by
National Writers Union. Last Modified: September 26, 1999. (Labor donated)
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How FrecJancers Should Negotiate in the Wake of the Ruling

Q. How does the ruling affect mynegotiations with an editor? .
A. Publishers will continue to pressure writers to sign away electronic rights for no additional
compensation. We must continue the fight against all-rights and work-for-hire contracts. We
demonstrate our collective strength by individually rcfusing to give away these rights.

The NWu recommends the following negotiating strategy:

I. Continue trying to negotiate contracts that give publishers nothing more than First North
American Print Rights, or that provide for additional compensation for other uses. Continue
using the NWU's StandardJournalism Contract.

2. If you can't retain the electronic rights and you can't get the editor to provide extra
compensation explicitly tied to database usc, argue for a higher print fcc since the ankle is now
worth marc to the publisher.

3, Be especially careful to license different types of electronic rights separately. Lcxis-Nexis
rights are separate and distinct from Dialog rights; the right to include the article on the
publisher's own website is separate and distinct from the right to include it on third party web
sites. License only non-excluslvs rights and try to limit the license to one year.

4. Please let the NWu know howyournegotiations with editors change in the wake of the
lawsuit ruling. Send copies of contracts and short summaries of your negotiating experiences to
the National Office East by fax [212- 254-0673) or by e-mail .
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COURT OVERTURNS TASINI RULING
THE VERDICT MAY BE GOOD NEWS FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS WITH CASES PENDING AGAINST PUBLISHERS. BY LIZ HANELlIN

THE SECOND CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS HAS REVERSED

the Tosini v. New York Times decision, and ruled that pub
lishers may not take individual articlesfrom their publications
and put them on electronic databases available to the public
without written permission from the authors.

Observers are hailing the September 24 appeals
court decision as an important victory for all authors,
including photographers, now that publishers are wide
ly archiving and redistributing articles and photos in
electronic media. But publishers are likely to respond
by pressuring freelancers to sign contracts that grant
publishers electronic rights.

In 1997, The New York limes and several other pub
lishers won a stunning victory when a Federal trial court
ruled that, in the absence of any written agreement,

they could re-distribute individual articles from their
publications through NEXIS and other electronic data

bases without permission from the authors. Copyright
law allows publishers to distribute "revisions" of a col

lective work without permission from copyright owners
of the underlying individual works, such as articles or
photos. The lower court agreed with the publishers'
claim that the electronic databases were revisions of
the original print versions of their publications.

Jonathan Tasini, president of the National Writers'
Union, and five other plaintiffs appealed the decision,
arguing that the databases in question were not revi
sions, but separate works requiring a separate usage li
cense. The appeals court has agreed, saying that the
privilege of publishers to distribute revisions "does not

permit the Publishers to license individually copyright
ed works for inclusion in the electronic databases."

"There is no feature peculiar to the databases at is

sue in this appeal that would cause us to view them
as 'revisions: "the appeals court said. "NEXIS is a data
base comprising thousands or millions of individually
retrievable articles taken from hundreds or thousands
of periodicals. It can hardly be deemed a 'revision' of
each edition of every periodical that it contains:'

The lower court's decision had been widely by criti
cized by artists' groups as an overly broad interpretation
of the copyright statute. So it is no surprise that the
Second Circuit's decision is a welcome one to many in

tellectual property attorneys and their clients. Nancy Wolff,
attorney for the Picture Agency Council of America
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(PACA), calls the Second Circuit's decision "a very good
ruling:' Joel Hecker, an intellectual property attorney who
represents many photographers, views the decision in
Iasini as a vindication of artist's rights. "Justice is being
done on an incorrect reading of the statute," he says.

The Tosini decision is good news for photographers
who have cases pending in Miami and New York against
the National Geographic Society for re-using their pho
tographs, without their permission, in a CD compilation
of back issues of the Geographic. Stephen Weingrad,
who represents the photographers in the New York
case, is pleased with the decision. His case had been
stayed pending the result in Tosini, which, the
Geographic attorneys claimed, would be controlling law
for their case. Given the result in Tosini, Weingrad thinks
the Geographic should "confess judgment:'

In Florida, a Federal court relied on the original Tosini
decision to dismiss photographer Jerry Greenberg's
claims that the National Geographic Society infringed
his copyrights by using his pictures on the CD. "This is
stunning," Greenberg says of the reversal of Tosini. He
still has the option to appeal his claim against NGS.
Meanwhile, Greenberg has since won other infringe
ment claims against NGSthat were unrelated to the CD.
He's about to enter settlement talks the publisher on
those claims. The Tasini reversal, he says, "gives us
tremendous advantage" going into those talks.

But the Geographic is also applauding the appeals
decision. "It's good news for us. Our CD project is a

faithful reproduction of every page of every issue of our
magazine-the kind of faithful reproduction that the
Second Circuit Court of Appeals found lacking in the
Tasini case," says director of photography Kent
Kobersteen. In other words, NGS will continue to argue
that its CD is a revision of its previously published mag
azines, so the publisher doesn't need permission from
photographers to include their images on the CD.

Lawyers are certain to argue the point. In reversing
Tosini, the appeals court noted that a New York Times
database on CD-ROM contains both individual articles
and "image-based" files of the Sunday magazine and Book
Review sections. Those files are created by scanning the
printed pages directly onto the CD. Despite those faithful
reproductions, the court ruled that those CDs were not
revisions of the original printed versions of the Times.

What does this landmark case mean for other pho
tographers? Importantly, they will now have the oppor
tunity to collect fees for previous unauthorized
electronic uses, particularly in databases. Across the in
dustry, such uses may number in the thousands.

In the future, though, publishers will no doubt put
pressure on writers and photographers to sign "all
rights" or "work-for-hire" contracts or, at the very least,
to sign over electronic reproduction rights, attorneys
predict. "The question is how much they'll pay for those
additional rights," says Hecker. His advice: "Make sure
you understand what rights you are transferring, and
make sure you agree to the compensation:' 0

I

The new ruling declares that electronic databases are not a

"revision" under copyright law, but leaves unanswered ques

tions about other electronic publishing projects. "The

Complete National Geographic" CD-ROM, for example, repro

duces every page of every issue of the magazine for the last

108 years. If it is a revision) the National Geographic

Society owes no licensing fees to freelance photographers

whose work appears on the CD-ROM. If the CD· ROM is a

new work, the publisher may eve photographers hundreds of

thousands of dollars in usage fees.

III,
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TASINJ REVERSED ONAPPEAL

by Joel Hecker

31211 983 398121 P.01

In myJuly 1998 column in PhotoStockNotes, I reported that theplaintiffs had appealed a U.S.
District Courtdecisionin New York, in which theCourt heldthatpublishers, who had published
articles (and by extension, photographs) in hard copies (newspapers and magazines) with the
consent of the copyright owners, could republish the copyrighted material electronically (without
consent) and permita database to do so.

TheDistrict Court had determined thatelectronic use was a collective workunder section 201 (c)
of the U.S. Copyright Act, but the Court also recognized that thedecision woulddeprive creators
of important economic benefits.

That decision hasnow been overturned on appeal. The appeal panel, in a unanimous decision,
held in substance, "that the privilege afforded authors of collective works...does not pennit the
Publishers to license individually copyrighted works for inclusion in the electronic databases."

The Court reasoned that the relevant Section of theCopyright Act201 (c), has three clauses,
which mustbe read in harmony, The first clause setsthe floor, permitting the Publisher to
reproduce anddistribute individual contributions as partof "that particular collective work" -
which would be that issue of the newspaper or magazine. The third clause sets the ceiling 
permitting reproduction and distribution aspartof a "later collective work in the same services,"
such as a neweditionof a dictionary or encyclopedia.

Thesecond clause, which wasat issue in the case, must, theCourt reasoned, fall between, and
notexpand beyond, the first and third clauses. Therefore it defines a "revision" of "thatcollective
work" to be a lateredition, suchas a daily newspaper, which is somewhat altered but not in any
ordinary sense a "later" work in the "same series."

Putting articles from a collective work into an electronic database, thecourtheld, is an
infringement of the author (orphotographer's) copyright, since thecollective work no longer
exists as a collective work, mixed into hundreds or thousands of othercollective works.

The decision shows, once again, that the Copyright Actcanproperly protect rights of
photographers in this new electronic age.

Attorney JoelL. Hecker lectures and writes extensively on issues of concern to the photography
industry. His office is located at Russo & Burke, 600 Third Ave, New York NY 10016. Phone: 1
212557-9600. Email: Heckeresq@aol.com.
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Tasini v. New York Times Co.

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS

FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT

August Term, 1998

(Argued: April 26, 1999 Decided: September 24.1999 )

Docket Nos. 97-9181, 97-9650

Page 1 of 14

JONATHAN TASINI; MARY KAY BLAKELY; BARBARA GARSON; MARGOT
MIFFLIN; SONIA JAFFE ROBBINS and DAVID S. WHITFORD,

Plaintiffs-Appellants,

BARBARA BELEJACK; DANIEL LAZARE; JOAN OLECK and LINDSY VAN
GELDER,

Plaintiffs,

v.

THE NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY, INC.; NEWSDAY, INC.; THE TIME
INCORPORATED MAGAZINE COMPANY; MEAD DATA CENTRAL CORP. and

UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS INTERNATIONAL,

Defendants-Appellees,

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY COMPANY,

Defendant.

Before: WINTER, Chief Judge, MINER, and POOLER, Circuit
Judges.

Appeal from a grant of summary judgment entered in the United States District
Court for the Southern District of New York (Sotomayor, J.). Appellants are
authors who own copyrights to individual articles previously published in
periodicals. They claim infringement by appellee publishers and owners of
electronic databases who made the articles available on the electronic

http://www.tourolaw.edu/2ndCircuit/September99/97-9181.html 9/29/99
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databases. The district court held that appellees are protected by the privilege
afforded the publishers of "collective works" underSection 201 (c) of the
Copyright Act. We reverse and remand with instructions to enter judgment for
appellants.

EMILY M. BASS, Gaynor & Bass, New York, New York (Linda A.
Backiel, Michael J. Gaynor, Nicole M. Zeiss, Joanna Kyd, Gaynor & Bass,
on the brief; Alice Haemmerli, Columbia University School of Law, New
York, New York, of counse1),for Plaintiffs-Appellants Barbara Garson
and Sonia Jaffe Robbins.

PATRICIA A. FELCH, Peterson & Ross, Chicago, Illinois (Anthony L.
Abboud, Joshua L. Smith, Peterson &Ross, of counsel; Jordan
Rossen, Detroit, Michigan, of counsel), for Plaintiffs-Appellants
Jonathan Tasini, Mary Kay Blakely, Margot Mifflin and David S.
Whitford.

BRUCE P. KELLER, Debevoise & Plimpton, New York, New York,
(Lorin L. Reisner, PeterJohnson, of counsel), for Defendants
Appellees.

Stanley Rothenberg, Moses & Singer, New York, New York (David
Rabinowitz, Eric P. Bergner, Elizabeth A. Corrandino, Moses &
Singer, on the brief; Jerry S. Birenz, Sabin, Bermant & Gould, New
York, New York, of counsel), for AmiciCuriae in Support of
Defendants-Appellees.

Victor S. Perlman, Princeton Junction, New Jersey, for Amici Curiae
American Societyof Media Photographers, Inc. et al.

WINTER, ChiefJudge:

Six freelance writers appeal from a grant of summary judgment dismissing
their complaint. The complaint alleged that appellees had infringed appellants'
various copyrights by putting individual articles previously published in
periodicals on electronic databases available to the public. On cross motions
for summary judgment, the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York held that appellees' use of the articles was protected by
the privilege afforded to publishers of "collective works" under Section 201 (c)
of the Copyright Act of 1976 ("Act" or "1976 Act"), 17 U.S.C. § 201(c). We
reverse and remand with instructions to enter judgment for appellants.

BACKGROUND

http://www.tourolaw.edul2ndCircuit/September99/97-9181.html 9129/99
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Appellants are freelance writers (individually, "Author" and collectively,
"Authors") who write articles for publication in periodicals. Their complaint
alleged that certain articles were original works written for first publication by
one of the appellee publishers between 1990 and 1993. None of the articles
was written at a time when its Author was employed by the particular
periodical; nor was any such article written pursuant to a work-for-hire
contract. The Authors registered a copyright in each of the articles.

The appellee newspaper and magazine publishers (collectively, "Publishers")
are periodical publishers who regularly create "collective works," see 17
U.S.C. § 101, that contain articles by free lance authors as well as works
created for-hire or by employees. With respect to the free lance articles
pertinent to this appeal, the Publishers' general practice was to negotiate due
dates, word counts, subject matter and price; no express transfer of rights
under the Author's copyright was sought. 1 As to one article alleged in the
complaint, however, authored by appellant David S. Whitford for Sports
Illustrated, a publication of appellee The Time Incorporated Magazine
Company ("Time"), a written contract expressly addressed republication rights.
We address Whitford's claim separately below.

Appellee Mead Data Central Corp. owns and operates the NEXIS electronic
database. NEXIS is a massive database that includes the full texts of articles
appearing in literally hundreds of newspapers and periodicals spanning many
years. Mead has entered into licensing agreements with each of the
Publishers. Pursuant to these agreements, the Publishers provide Mead with
much of the content of their periodicals, in digital form, for inclusion in NEXIS.
Subscribers to NEXIS are able to access an almost infinite combination of
articles from one or more publishers by using the database's advanced search
engine. The articles may be retrieved individually or, for example, together
with others on like topics. Such retrieval makes the article available without
any material from the rest of the periodical in which it first appeared.

We briefly describe the process by which an issue of a periodical is made
available to Mead for inclusion in NEXIS. First, an individual issue of the paper
is stripped, electronically, into separate files representing individual articles. In
the process, a substantial portion of what appears in that particular issue of
the periodical is not made part of a file transmitted to Mead, including, among
other things, formatting decisions, pictures, maps and tables, and obituaries.
Moreover, although the individual articles are "tagged" with data indicating the
section and page on which the article initially appeared, certain information
relating to the initial page layout is lost, such as placement above or below the
fold in the case of The New York Times. After Mead further codes the

http://www.tourolaw.edu/2ndCircuit/September99/97-9181.html 9/29/99
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individual files, the pieces are incorporated into the NEXIS database.

Appellee University Microfilms International ("UMI") markets, inter alia, CO
RaM database products. Pursuant to an agreement with The New York Times
and Mead, UMI produces and markets the "NY Times On Disc" ("NYTO") CO
RaM, which contains the full texts of articles from The New York Times. It also
produces and markets a "General Periodicals OnDlsc" ("GPO") CD-ROM,
which contains selected New York Times articles and thousands of other
articles. Pursuant to its agreement with Mead and The New York Times, UMI
incorporates the files containing Times articles into its NYTO database. UMI
uses a somewhat different methodology to incorporate articles from the NY
Times Sunday book-review and magazine sections onto its GPO CD-ROM. As
to these pieces, UMI scans them directly onto "image-based" files. The image
based files are also abstracted and included on the text-based CD-ROM; the
abstracts facilitate access to the image-based disk.

The gist of the Authors' claim is that the copyright each owns in his or her
individual articles was infringed when the Publishers provided them to the
electronic databases. Appellees do not dispute that the Authors own the
copyright in their individual works. Rather, they argue that the Publishers own
the copyright in the "collective works" that they produce and are afforded the
privilege, under Section 201(c) of the Act, of "reproducing and distributing" the
individual works in "any revision of that collective work." 17 U.S.C. § 201 (c).
The crux of the dispute is, therefore, whether one or more of the pertinent
electronic databases may be considered a "revision" of the individual
periodical issues from which the articles were taken. The district court held
that making the articles available on the databases constitutes a revision of
the individual periodicals and that appellees' licensing arrangements were
protected under Section 201 (c). See Tasini v. New York Times Co., 972 F.
Supp. 804 (S.D.N.Y. 1997) ["Tasini I"]. It therefore granted appellees' motion
for summary judgment. After a motion for reconsideration was denied,
seeTasini v. New York Times Co., 981 F. Supp. 841 (S.D.N.Y. 1997) ["Tasini
II"], appellants brought this appeal.

DISCUSSION

We review de novo the grant or denial of summary jUdgment and view the
evidence in the light most favorable to the non-moving party. See Turner v.
General Motors Acceptance Corp., 180 F.3d 451,453-54 (2d Cir. 1999).
Summary judgment is appropriate only if the pleadings and evidentiary
submissions demonstrate the absence of any genuine issue of material fact
and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. See id. at
453.

http://www.tourolaw.edu/2ndCircuit/September99/97-9181.html 9/29/99
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The unauthorized reproduction and distribution of a copyrighted work generally
infringes the copyright unless such use is specifically protected by the Act. To
reiterate, each Author owns the copyright in an individual work and, save for
Whitford, see infra, has neither licensed nor otherwise transferred any rights
under it to a Publisher or electronic database. These works were published
with the Authors' consent in particular editions of the periodicals owned by the
Publishers. The Publishers then licensed much of the content of these
periodicals, including the Authors' works, to one or more of the electronic
database providers. As a result, the Authors' works are now available to the
public on one or more electronic databases and may be retrieved individually
or in combination with other pieces originally published in different editions of
the periodical or in different periodicals.

In support of their claim, the Authors advance two principal arguments: first,
the Section 201(c) privilege that protects the Publishers' initial inclusion of
individually copyrighted works in their collective works does not permit the
inclusion of individually copyrighted works in one or more of the electronic
databases; and, second, the privilege is not a transferrable "right" within the
meaning of Section 201(d) and hence may not be invoked by the electronic
database providers. The district court rejected both arguments, reasoning that
the privilege is a "subdivision" of a right that is transferrable under Section 201
(d)(2),972 F. Supp. at 815, and that the scope of the privilege was broad
enough to permit the inclusion of the Authors' pieces in the various databases,
see id. at 824-25. We hold that the privilege afforded authors of collective
works under Section 201(c) does not permit the Publishers to license
individually copyrighted works for inclusion in the electronic databases. We
need not, and do not, reach the question whether this privilege is transferrable
under Section 201(d).

a) The Section 201(c) Privilege

Section 201 of the Act provides, inter alia, that as to contributions to collective
works, the "[c]opyright in each separate contribution ... is distinct from
copyright in the collective work as a whole, and vests initially in the author of
the contribution." 17 U.S.C. § 201(c). Correspondingly, Section 103, which
governs copyright in compilations and derivative works, provides in pertinent
part that:

The copyright in a compilation or derivative work extends only to the
material contributed by the author of such work, as distinguished
from the preexisting material employed in the work, and does not
imply any exclusive right in the preexisting material.
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17 U.S.C. § 103(b). Section 101 states that "[t]he term 'compilation' includes
collective works." 17 U.S.C. § 101. It further defines "collective work" as "a
work, such as a periodical issue, anthology, or encyclopedia, in which a
number of contributions, constituting separate and independent works in
themselves, are assembled into a collective whole." Id.

Absent any further provision, publishers of collective works would be unable to
include individually copyrighted articles without receiving a license or other
express transfer of rights from the author. However, Section 201(c) affords a
privilege to authors of collective works. It provides in pertinent part that:

In the absence of an express transfer of the copyright or of any
rights under it, the owner of copyright in the collective work is
presumed to have acquired only the privilege of reproducing and
distributing the contribution as part of that particular collective work,
any revision of that collective work, and any later collective work in
the same series.

17 U.S.C. § 201 (c).

Under this statutory framework, the author of an individual contribution to a
collective work owns the copyright to that contribution, absent an express
agreement setting other terms. See id. The rights of the author of a collective
work are limited to "the material contributed by the [collective- work] author"
and do not include "any exclusive right in the preexisting materiaL" 17 U.S.C. §
103(b). Moreover, the privilege granted to a collective-work author to use
individually copyrighted contributions is limited to the reproduction and
distribution of the individual contribution as part of: (i) "that particular [i.e., the
original] collective work"; (ii) "any revision of that collective work"; or (iii) "any
later collective work in the same series." 17 U.S.C. § 201(c). Because it is
undisputed that the electronic databases are neither the original collective
work -- the particular edition of the periodical -- in which the Authors' articles
were published nor a later collective work in the same series, appellees rely
entirely on the argument that each database constitutes a "revision" of the
particular collective work in which each Author's individual contribution first
appeared. We reject that argument.

We begin, as we must, with the language of the statute. See Lewis v. United
States, 445 U.S. 55, 60 (1980). The parameters of the Section 201(c) privilege
accorded authors of collective works are set forth in the three clauses just
noted. Under ordinary principles of statutory construction, the second clause
must be read in the context of the first and third clauses. See General Elee.
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Co. v. Occupational Safety & Health Review Comm'n, 583 F.2d 61, 64-65 (2d
Cir. 1978) ("the meaning of one term may be determined by reference to the
terms it is associated with" (citing 2A Sutherland, Statutory Construction §§
47.16 (Noscitur a sociis), 47.17 (Ejusdem generis) (4th ed. 1973)); see also
Securities & Exch. Comm'n v. National sec., Inc., 393 U.S. 453,466 (1969)
("The meaning of particular phrases must be determined in context.") (citation
omitted). The first clause sets the floor, so to speak, of the privilege: the
collective-work author is permitted to reproduce and distribute individual
contributions as part of "that particular collective work." In this context, "that
particular collective work" means a specific edition or issue of a periodical.
See17 U.S.C. § 201 (c). The second clause expands the priVilege, to permit
the reproduction and distribution of the individual contribution as part of a
"revision" of "that collective work," i.e., a revision of a particular edition of a
specific periodical. Finally, the third clause sets the outer limit or ceiling on the
privilege; it permits the reproduction and distribution of the individual
contribution as part of a "later collective work in the same series," such as a
new edition of a dictionary or encyclopedia.

~TaSini~~NeW York Times Co.

I

Page 7 of 14

The most natural reading of the "revision" of "that collective work" clause is
that the Section 201(c) privilege protects only later editions of a particular
issue of a periodical, such as the final edition of a newspaper. Because later
editions are not identical to earlier editions, use of the individual contributions
in the later editions might not be protected under the preceding clause. Given
the context provided by the surrounding clauses, this interpretation makes
perfect sense. It protects the use of an individual contribution in a collective
work that is somewhat altered from the original in which the copyrighted article
was first published, but that is not in any ordinary sense of language a "later"
work in the "same series."

In this regard, we note that the statutory definition of "collective work" lists as
examples "a periodical issue, anthology, or encyclopedia." 17 U.S.C. § 101.
The use of these particular kinds of collective works as examples supports our
reading of the revision clause. Issues of periodicals, as noted, are often
updated by revised editions, while anthologies and encyclopedias are altered
every so often through the release of a new version, a "later collective work in
the same series." Perhaps because the "same series" clause might be
construed broadly, the House Report on the Act noted that the "revision"
clause in Section 201(c) was not intended to permit the inclusion of previously
published freelance contributions "in a new anthology or an entirely different
magazine or other collective work," i.e., in later collective works not in the
same series. H.R. Rep. No. 94-1476, at 122-23 (1976), reprinted in 1976
U.S.C.A.A.N. 5659, 5738.
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Moreover, Publishers' contention that the electronic databases are revised,
digital copies of collective works cannot be squared with basic canons of
statutory construction. First, if the contents of an electronic database are
merely a "revision" of a particular "collective work," e.g., the August 16, 1999
edition of The New York Times, then the third clause of the privilege sentence
-- permitting the reproduction and distribution of an indiVidually copyrighted
work as part of "a later collective work in the same series" -- would be
superfluous. SeeRegions Hosp. v. Shalala, 522 U.S. 448, 118 S. Ct. 909, 920
(1998) (Scalia, J., dissenting) ("It is a cardinal rule of statutory construction
that significance and effect shall, if possible, be accorded to every word. As
early as in Bacon's Abridgment, sect. 2, it was said that 'a statute ought, upon
the whole, to be so construed that, if it can be prevented, no clause, sentence,
or word shall be superfluous, void, or insignificant."') (quoting Washington Mkt.
Co. v. Hoffman, 101 U.S. 112, 115-16 (1879)). An electronic database can
contain hundreds or thousands of editions of hundreds or thousands of
periodicals, including newspapers, magazines, anthologies, and
encyclopedias. To view the contents of databases as revisions would eliminate
any need for a privilege for "a later collective work in the same series."

Second, the privilege set forth in Section 201(c) is an exception to the general
rule that copyright vests initially in the author of the individual contribution.
Reading "revision of that collective work" as broadly as appellees suggest
would cause the exception to swallow the rule. See Commissioner v. Clark,
489 U.S. 726, 739 (1989) (when a statute sets forth exceptions to a general
rule, we generally construe the exceptions "narrowly in order to preserve the
primary operation of the [provision]"). Under Publishers' theory of Section 201
(c), the question of whether an electronic database infringes upon an
individual author's article would essentially turn upon whether the rest of the
articles from the particular edition in which the individual article was published
could also be retrieved individually. However, the Section 201(c) privilege
would not permit a Publisher to sell a hard copy of an Author's article directly
to the public even if the Publisher also offered for individual sale all of the
other articles from the particular edition. We see nothing in the revision
privilege that would allow the Publishers to achieve the same goal indirectly
through NEXIS.

Appellees' reading is also in considerable tension with the overall statutory
framework. Section 201 (c) was a key innovation of the Copyright Act of 1976.
Because the Copyright Act of 1909 contemplated a single copyright, authors
risked losing their rights by allowing an article to be used in a collective work.
See3 Melville Nimmer &David Nimmer, Nimmer on Copyright § 10.01 [AJ
(1996 ed.) (discussing doctrine of indivisibility). To address this concern, the
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1976 Act expressly permitted the transfer of less than the entire copyright,
see17 U.S.C. § 201(d), in effect replacing the notion of a single "copyright"
with that of "exclusive rights" under a copyright. Id. §§ 106, 103(b). Section
201 (d), which governs the transfer of copyright ownership, provides:

(1) The ownership of a copyright may be transferred in whole or in
part ....

(2) Any of the exclusive rights comprised in a copyright, including
any subdivision of any of the rights specified by section 106, may be
transferred as provided by clause (1) and owned separately. The
owner of any particular exclusive right is entitled, to the extent of that
right, to all of the protection and remedies accorded to the copyright
owner by this title.

Id. § 201(d) (emphasis added); see also id. § 204 (executions of transfers of
copyright ownership). Similarly, Section 501, which sets forth the remedies for
infringement of copyright, provides in pertinent part that "[a]nyone who violates
any of the exclusive rights of the copyright owner ... is an infringer." Id. § 501
(a) (emphasis added). g Were the privilege as broad and as transferrable as
appellees contend, it is not clear that the rights retained by the Authors could
be considered "exclusive" in any meaningful sense.

In light of this discussion, there is no feature peculiar to the databases at issue
in this appeal that would cause us to view them as "revisions." NEXIS is a
database comprising thousands or millions of individually retrievable articles
taken from hundreds or thousands of periodicals. It can hardly be deemed a
"revision" of each edition of every periodical that it contains.

Moreover, NEXIS does almost nothing to preserve the copyrightable aspects
of the Publishers' collective works, "as distinguished from the preexisting
material employed in the work." 17 U.S.C. § 103(b). The aspects of a
collective work that make it "an original work of authorship" are the selection,
coordination, and arrangement of the preexisting materials. Id. § 101; see also
Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Servo Co., 499 U.S. 340, 349 (1991)
(discussing factual compilations). 3 However, as described above, in placing
an edition of a periodical such as the August 16, 1999 New York Times, in
NEXIS, some of the paper's content, and perhaps most of its arrangement are
lost. Even if a NEXIS user so desired, he or she would have a hard time
recapturing much of "the material contributed by the author of such [collective]
work." 17 U.S.C. § 103(b). In this context, it is significant that neither the
Publishers nor NEXIS evince any intent to compel, or even to permit, an end
user to retrieve an individual work only in connection with other works from the
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edition in which it ran. Quite the contrary, The New York Times actually forbids
NEXIS from producing "facsimile reproductions" of particular editions. See
Tasini 1,972 F. Supp. at 826 n.17. What the end user can easily access, of
course, are the preexisting materials that belong to the individual author under
Sections 201(c) and 103(b).

The UMI databases involved in this appeal present a slightly more difficult
issue than does NEXIS. One, NYTO, is distinguishable from NEXIS in that it
contains articles from only one publisher: the other, GPO, is distinguishable
because it includes some image-based, rather than text-based, files.
Nevertheless, we also conclude that the Publishers' licensing of Authors'
works to UMI for inclusion in these databases is not within the Section 201(c)
revision privilege.

The NYTO database operates very much like NEXIS; it contains many articles
that may be retrieved according to criteria unrelated to the particular edition in
which the articles first appeared. Moreover, because the files it contains are
provided by Mead pursuant to an agreement between UMI, Mead, and The
New York Times, no more of the Times' original selection and arrangement is
evident or retained in NYTO than is retained in NEXIS. In every respect save
its being limited to The New York Times, then, NYTO is essentially the same
as NEXIS. That limitation, however, is not material for present purposes. The
relevant inquiry under Section 201(c), is, as discussed above, whether the
republication or redistribution of the copyrighted piece is as part of a collective
work that constitutes a "revision" of the previous collective work, or even a
"later collective work in the same series." If the republication is a "new
anthology" or a different collective work, it is not within the privilege. H.R. Rep.
No. 94-1476, at 122-23 (1976), reprinted in 1976 U.S.C.A.A.N. 5659, 5738.
Because NYTO is for present purposes at best a new anthology of
innumerable editions of the Times, and at worst a new anthology of
innumerable articles from these editions, it cannot be said to be a "revision" of
any (or all) particular editions or to be a "later collective work in the same
series."

For the same reason, GPO is not protected by the Publishers' Section 201(c)
privilege. Although this database contains scanned photo-images of editions
of The New York Times Sunday book review and magazine, it also contains
articles from numerous other periodicals. In this respect, then, it is also
substantially similar to NEXIS, and it, too, is at best a new anthology.

We emphasize that the only issue we address is whether, in the absence of a
transfer of copyright or any rights thereunder, collective-work authors may re
license individual works in which they own no rights. Because there has by
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definition been no express transfer of rights in such cases, our decision turns
entirely on the default allocation of rights provided by the Act. Publishers and
authors are free to contract around the statutory framework. Indeed, both the
Publishers and Mead were aware of the fact that the Section 201 (c) privilege
might not protect their licensing agreements, and at least one of the
Publishers has already instituted a policy of expressly contracting for
electronic re-Iicensing rights. Seenote 1, supra.

b) Whitford

As noted, Whitford entered into an express licensing agreement with Time.
That agreement granted, in pertinent part, to Time:

(a) the exclusive right first to publish the Story in the Magazine:

(b) the non-exclusive right to license the republication of the Story ..
. provided that the Magazine shall pay to [him] fifty percent [] of all
net proceeds it receives for such republication: and

(c) the right to republish the Story or any portions thereof in or in
connection with the Magazine or in other publications published by
[Time], provided that [he] shall be paid the then prevailing rates of
the publication in which the Story is republished.

Time subsequently licensed Whitford's article to Mead without notifying,
obtaining authorization from, or compensating, him.

In response to Whitford's infringement action, Time contended that its "first
publication" rights under clause (a) permitted it to license Whitford's article to
Mead. The district court rejected this argument. See Tasini I, 972 F. Supp. at
811-12. Nevertheless, it granted summary judgment in favor of Time on this
claim. Upon appellants' motion for reconsideration, the district court explained
that because Whitford's contract appeared to grant republication rights broad
enough to cover Time's agreement with Mead, his remedy under the
circumstances was a breach of contract claim against Time. SeeTasini 11,981
F. Supp. at 845. Such a contract claim would be based on the fact that Time
had licensed Whitford's piece to Mead without compensating Whitford
pursuant to their agreement. Whitford's failure to raise such a claim, in the
court's view, undermined his infringement claim. See id. The court also
explained that the privilege afforded collective-works authors under Section
201(c) operates as a '''presumed' baseline." See id., 981 F. Supp. at 846.
Because Whitford's agreement failed to limit Time's rights to less than those
otherwise afforded under Section 201(c), Time was presumed to have rights to
Whitford's piece to the full extent of Section 201(c). See id. Having already
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determined that the Section 201(c) privilege protected the defendant
newspapers' license agreements with Mead, the district court held that Time,
too, was protected.

However, the fact that a party has licensed certain rights to its copyright to
another party does not prohibit the licensor from bringing an infringement
action where it believes the license is exceeded or the agreement breached.
SeeSchoenberg v. Shapolsky Publishers, Inc., 971 F.2d 926,932 (2d Cir.
1992) ("If a breach of a condition is alleged, then the district court has subject
matter jurisdiction."). Rather, where an author brings an infringement action
against a purported licensee, the license may be raised as a defense. See
Bourne v. Walt Disney Co., 68 F.3d 621,631 (2d Cir. 1995). Where the
dispute turns on whether there is a license at all, the burden is on the alleged
infringer to prove the existence of the license. See id. Where the dispute is
only over the scope of the license, by contrast, "the copyright owner bears the
burden of proving that the defendant's copying was unauthorized." Id. In either
case, however, an infringement claim may be brought to remedy unauthorized
uses of copyrighted material. See id. Whitford did not, therefore, have the
burden of pleading a contract claim against Time. ~

With respect to express transfers of rights under Section 201 (c), that provision
provides in pertinent part that "[i]n the absence of an express transfer of the
copyright or of any rights under it, the owner of copyright in the collective work
is presumed to have acquired only the privilege of reproducing and distributing
the contribution [in limited circumstances]." 17 U.S.C. § 201 (c). Whitford
contends that this provision, by its plain terms, does not apply where there is
"an express transfer of copyright or of any rights under it," and that his license
agreement with Time constitutes just such an express transfer. Therefore, he
contends, the court erred in applying the privilege at all.

As noted, the district court rejected this argument, observing that "Section 201
(c) does not provide that the specified privileges apply 'only' in the absence of
an express transfer of rights," but rather that "in the absence of an express
transfer of rights, publishers are presumed to acquire 'only' the delineated
privileges." Tasini II, 981 F. Supp. at 845. The district court went on to hold
that "the specified privileges represent a floor -- i.e., a minimum level of
protection which, if unenhanced by express agreement, publishers are
generally presumed to possess. In other words, ... in the absence of an
express transfer of 'more,' a publisher is presumed to acquire, at a minimum [j,
the delineated privileges." Id. at 845-46.

Under the district court's reasoning, therefore, unless Time's agreement with
Whitford explicitly narrowed its privilege under Section 201 (c), the privilege
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accorded by that Section would continue to exist concurrently with any other
rights obtained under the agreement. Given the district court's previously
expressed broad view of the Section 201 (c) privilege, Time prevailed, not
because the agreement authorized the licensing of Whitford's article to Mead
but because the agreement did not forbid it.

However, as discussed above, the privilege provided in Section 201(c) does
not permit a collective-work author in Time's shoes to license to Mead an
individually-copyrighted work such as Whitford's article. Time's rights to
license the article to Mead must, therefore, be derived from its agreement with
Whitford. However, we agree with the district court that paragraph (a) of that
agreement does not authorize such a license, and the record is clear that
Time cannot invoke the conditional license provided in paragraphs (b) and (c).
See Note 4, supra. There being no other basis for Time to license Whitford's
article to Mead, summary judgment should have been granted in favor of
Whitford on his claim.

CONCLUSION

We therefore reverse and remand with instructions to enter judgment for
appellants.

_u_ Begin EndNotes _m

1 . Newsday contended in the district court that a legend on the checks it used
to pay for freelance pieces made those checks, once endorsed, express
transfers of copyright pursuant to Section 204(a) of the Act. The district court
rejected this argument, relying on reasoning with which we substantially agree.
See Tasini v. New York Times Co., 972 F. Supp. 804, 810-811 (S.D.N.Y.
1997). In any event, Newsday does not cross-appeal.

We note also that The New York Times has since updated its policy to require
freelance writers to execute an express transfer of their copyrights. See id. at
807 n.2.

2. It is worth noting that Section 201(c) grants collective works authors "only" a
"privilege," rather than a "right." Each of these terms connotes specialized
legal meanings, and they were juxtaposed by Congress in the same sentence
of Section 201(c).

3 . In arguing that NEXIS is a "revision," an analogy might perhaps be made to
cases involving factual compilations and applying a "substantial similarity" test.
Tasini I, 972 F. Supp. at 825 n.15 (analogizing to factual compilation cases).
Although the "selection and arrangement" analysis of factual compilation
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cases is clearly relevant to this case, "substantial similarity" analysis is
inapposite. In factual compilation cases, an infringement action is brought by
one compilation author against another compilation author. Because neither
author .- indeed, no one -- owns a copyright in the underlying factual material
comprising each collective work, the inquiry in such cases is whether the latter
compilation is "substantially similar" in selection or arrangement to the former;
no claim exists as to unauthorized use of the facts. See id. at 821-22. Here, by
contrast, the compilations are "collective works" that contain individually
copyrighted material, and the infringement action is brought by the author of
the individual work. Because Sections 103(b) and 201(c) make clear that the
author of the individual contribution retains all rights in his or her piece, the
author clearly may bring an infringement action for unauthorized republication
of the work. This is so, moreover, even if the author of the collective work in
which the individual contribution was published might also have an
infringement action against the person who republished the contribution.

1. Time did not raise paragraphs (b) or (c) of its license agreement with
Whitford as a defense to his infringement claim. Instead, Time contended that
the "first publication" rights it received in paragraph (a) covered its subsequent
license to Mead and that it did not therefore have to further compensate
Whitford for permitting Mead to place his piece in NEXIS. Time took this
position, of course, because it did not compensate Whitford pursuant to the
agreement and could not, therefore, convincingly invoke the conditional
li(;~Q~~_graJ"l!~c:llQP?!~!?p_~~(~L?~<:l((;t~e<:>f:__.. __ __ _ .. __ .
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